
 

Short and intensive course, insane pace, a fight on the 

lead, and a dramatic change on the finish line 

Playtika Epic Israel 2017 Day 3 Summary 

The third and final stage of the Playtika Epic Israel 2017 was marked by a war on the 

lead and the victory of the pair Hans Becking and Didier Bats. 

After a particularly difficult and epic Stage 2, the riders saw a relatively short Stage 3 

of about 63 km to 1300 meters climbing. After the start the riders set out for about 10 

km of flat trails south towards Sde Eliezer, where the route turned north-west and 

began climbing to the ridge with a nice climb that included several steep sections that 

did not ease the high pace dictated by the leaders. 

The course followed a series of high-speed trails leading towards Moshav Margaliot 

and the Ramim Ridge singletrack. Here the riders entered a fast and enjoyable section 

of about 14 km on KKL's singletrack, a quick flowing descent to the Hula Valley. The 

course then continued south in the flat valley, with a quick ride back to the race village, 

into an enthusiastic audience that lined the finish line and welcomed the Finishers. 

With a 1:35 minutes gap in the overall result between the Kiesel / Holz and the second 

scoring winners Becking / Bats, the third stage strated with a strong pace of the leading 

pack, followed by the others. Already on the plain that led the group of riders to the 

series of climbs above Sde Eliezer there was a considerable gap between the four 

pairs leading from the two previous stages, and the peloton chasing them with internal 

struggles. To the first feeding point after 26 km, the leading pack arrived together at a 

very high pace. A tough climb that saw all riders push their bikes by foot split the 

leading quartet and positioned the two leading pairs in their own struggle for the first 

overall position. 

From here the leading pairs continued to push at a frenzied pace with a series of steep 

climbs and high pace to the second feeding zone. This segment was the turn of the 

day and led to a gap of about 2:20 minutes among the leaders Becking / Bats and  

Kiesel / Holz. The Ramim Ridge singletrack section further increased the gap, with 

Becking and Bats riding strong in the flat section straight to the finish line in the race 

village at a time of 2:31:47. 3:35 minutes later with a time of 2:35:22 arrived Kiesel and 

Holz and finalized the overall victory of the Belgian / Dutch duo,fixing Beckett's second 

consecutive victory in the race. Aviv Yehezkel and his Dutch partner Van Winded 



crossed the finish line in fifth place but managed to maintain the time gap and secure 

the third overall place in the race. 

In the Womens' category Swiss/German Katrin Leumann and Verna Huber continued 

to show clear dominance, riding together with the Masters leaders and arriving first to 

take the overall winning place in the category. Behind them arrived Moschetti/  Turpijn 

and in third place arrived Ukranien riders Hana Verheles and Krystyna Konvisarova. 

In the mixed-couples category the two leading teams maintained same positions as in 

the first stage, with Deborah Ohayon and Marky Haber first and Oijer/Tufvesson of 

Sweden in second. Adi Winger and Doron Amitz arrived in third position.  

In the strong Masters category Steve Mcqueen and Erez Hayun arrived first for the first 

time in the race. Behind them, Noam Schiller and Lior Haklay crossed the finish line in 

second place and secured the overall first place in the race. On this festive occasion, 

Noam Schiller announced the opening of the official preparations for Epic Israel 2018. 

In the third place today were Hagai Anavi and Roi Hacker and in fourth place, Arnon 

Shadmi and Eyal Katzenstein who took overall second place in the category. 

In the Grand Masters category, Oren Ozrad and Amos Gery continued to demonstrate 

phenomenal riding ability and to establish their overall first place and unquestionable 

control of the category. Behind them came Amit Levin and Zohar Galili, with the trio 

closing for the second time with David Oz and Nadav Lugasi, taking the third overall 

place in the race. 

General Classification Playtika Epic Israel 2017 

Men's category: 

1. Becking Hans, The Netherlands,  Didier Bats, Belgium 

2. Maximilian Holz, Germany, Lysander Kiesel, Germany 

3. Dennis Van Winded, The Netherlands, Aviv Yehezkel, Israel 

Women's category 

1. Katrin Leumann, Switzerland, Verena Huber, Germany 

2. Margot Moschetti. France Laura Turpijn. The Netherlands 

3. Asa Erlansdsson, Sweden, Nellie Larsson, Sweden 

 

Masters category 

1. Noam Schiller, Israel, Lior Haklay, Israel 

2. Eyal Katzenshtein, Israel, Arnon Shadmi, Israel 

3. Erez Hayun, Israel, Steve Mcqueen, The Netherlands 

Mixed category 

1. Deborah Hayun, Israel, Marky Haber, Israel 

2. Henrik Oijer, Sweden, Linda Tufvesson, Sweden 

3. Ola Ostrovsky, Israel, Eldad Ohayon, Israel 

 

Grand Masters category 



1. Oran Ozrad, Israel, Amos Gery, Israel  

2. Zohar Galili, Israel, Amit Levin, Israel  

3. Nadav Lugassi, Israel, David Oz, Israel 

 

Playtika Epic Israel powered by Trek  and presented by KKL is a couple multi-stage 

race taking place in Israel for the fifth time in memory of Giora Tsahor. This is the 

largest most substantial and most important mountain bike race in Israel and it is a 

leading event in Israeli Cycling. During its existence Epic Israel has managed to 

become famous in the global racing scene and aspires to become one of the most 

important stages in the world. Already today Epic Israel is able to attract many bike 

tourists from across the globe and turn them into de-facto ambassadors of Israeli 

Cycling. The race's three-days with their unique scenery and the grueling preparations 

the participants go through, expose them to a different level of sport professionalism 
and achievement, and actively promote the leisure and sports culture of hundreds of 

participants, their friends and families. 

The race's vision was joined by sponsors such as PlayTika, JNF, Trek, Subaru, Rudy 

Project Shimano, Jinga, Gu, Romach, Aroma, Shoresh, DT swiss, Neviot, Joe's, The 

Israel Ministry of Culture and Sport, the Ministry of Tourism, the Hapoel Center, the 

Mevo'ot Hermon Regional Council and the Upper Galilee Regional Council 

 


